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/

my purpose today is-to call attended to certain important aspects of the self-
..

/.

1

,. . ,7,

conceOt which.have been neglected in,the research llixeraturel. It may seem strange
,

that I should suggest that we'go 7beyond self-esteem" when we still face such.

1

.

forMidable conceptual and 'methodological problems in this area. For it cannot be

denied that, after 25.years and 2,000,studies, there is still nolagreement on what

the self-concept is, let aldhe how to Measure it. In discussing.thevarioUs

meanings assigned to the term,."self;" absertion "there is no consistent

0
su

usage among theorists": shines forth/as a eUpheMistic miracle; the lesp Charitable

Might characterize the terminological situation as a shambles. 'Furthermore, in

two brilliantly reasoned booke'she has shown how all available measures Tali shcrt.
!

.
'Yet the chief problem that has-afflicted selfconcept research, I think, has

nc't been cOnceptual confusion Dr methodological inadequacies, seridis thOugh these

Are, but narrowness,of vision, In focusing on a single.aspect.of the self-concept,

\ ( .

namely, self-esteem, I think we have failed to'appreciate fully the richness,

complexity, and explanatory power of-this'important idea.

This isemot meant,to'suggest, of course, that seif,-esteem is uniMportant

to admit that I have been fool enough to Study something that doesn't -count ail

these years would do my own self-esteem little good. Nor am I unaware of the

pressures upon researchers to focus.on this adpect of the seli-Concept: When

Roberta Simmons and I were in the early stageh of our study of self-:Concept

development among Baltimore School,chIldren I suggested at one point that,we

drop selfesteem entirely and foCus exclusively on other aspects of the self-.

concept- The horrified shriek that greeted this 'suggestion Still =rings in nLY

ears. And needless to say,*when we analyzed the self-concepts of black and vihite
t

'children, we ended up focusing chiefly on self-esteem. Nevertheless, though I-

'stand convicted 6I.my own charges, my own, sins do mit diSsuade me from preaching

virtue to others.
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Since one cannot say What has been neglected withotz, first inarditing what
v

4' worth); of study, .I.gould like to offer the f011owing'definition of the ,self-

s
concept, nnmely, that the self-concept is the totality of the individual's

,

thoughts and feeltngs with'reference to himself as an oblect. In James' .terms,.
.

these are thoughts and feelings about 'all that is experienced- as '"me" or "mine."
%

4
, .

So conceived, the self-concept excludes many ideas with which it is frequently'
. -.

, .
"4

associgted: it is not Pieud'd ego, Sherif ay Cantril's ego-involvements.,,
ikr

Homey' s "real self ,".,,. Erikson' s ego-Pidentity, Tiryakian' s existpntial self, , a
-

4.k

.
-...

Sanford's "personality," Allport's "propriu-n," Maslow''S'rse:f-actualized
. .

personality,." or James. "-spiritual self" or "pure .ego." Bui it is still a broad

-idea. When I speak of .the selfconcept, I have in mind wh4 might mo're accurately .

. ,--%
. ,

be deseribed as "the realm ok ,self-4deasi" as the Individual't Selbstanschauung .

*.A

. .. I

ior,, better. still, his Selbstwi.Ssen -- his gelleral guiding .s4f-4iew'or self- .

_.

icribkiledge. It is a concept with bread h and depth, one.with praound consequences
' \

and ramifications both 'for the ,individual and se'ciety.
-

.
. ...-.

., The definition of th self-concept as the totality' of the iadividual.'s
a

.
,

thoughts and feelinga with reference to himself as an object 1;ay be sound but V.:.

is assuredly unspecific.. It is a bit like defi-ning the United. S:ates as that

'areaAounded by ,the Atlantic and Pacific on' the East and West and by:Canada and

1.1..2xico on the North and .South, plus Hawaii and- Alaska. We may know where'it .is
- 4

but. this gived -us .little iSea of what Is ins.cIe. I suggest tha: the self-concept

embraces three broad areas: the'extant self the desired self; and the social or

_prhenting self, I.would like to mention a few neglected t6pic3 in each area.
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Extant Self-Concept,

Firstthe extant self What does the individUal see when he lookaat

himself?Any reasonablycomplete description of the extant self-concept must

take account'of pt least four areas. 'It Must Consder firit, the liarts (by which

I mean the conEent of the self); sedond, the relationship among the parts,

(i.e., the struCture); third, themays ofdescribing both parts and whale

(dimensions); and fivally,\the issue of the boundaries of the,ohjecr (ego-

extensions).

, \

Consider the issue of Structure. Although writers occasionally, ipeak of

the structure of the self or.self-concept, it seems-to me that fgw people take

3

the idea of etructure seri ously. The-self-Concept consists of a large number of
.

,

. .
. . ,

parts,- elementsor components, but it ie'sin.ply not possibleto understand it

without considering
ghe.reletionship.among the parts. Sokeinvestigators

implicitly ireatthe elements of the self-concept like itemslin a-laundry list,

like soldierain h*rank, neatly lined up in el-bitrary order: To others, the

,,
A

individuAls phenpmertal field appears to conaist ol randomlx scattered elements,
. *

as flotsam and jetsam on the cognitive beach:_ te components afe reflectedcin

such descriptive terms as generous, witty,'fiephew, Mexican-American, delinquent,

,

eager heaver, etc., all_strewn carelessly,alodE the phenomenal field:
.-

,

' Such implicit assumptions do serious violence to the reality of the'scl*

4

concept. The elethenrs or components of ehe self-cbneept bear certain relations

to one another,Jelations'which,art
critical in determintng theivcontributien to

7

the whole: Some elements are,cent,/, other peripheral, some congeai into larger

wholes <as in typesY, others are random disconnected-bits ind.pieces. It,is not

4.

just the parts, but the F.elationship aMong theparts, that constitutes the whole.

It must-be acknowleagnd that little is currently known about this structure.

One area/Of self-concept structure in particularly urgent need of attention is'

,

the hierarchical ordering of various elements.



'It is not unusual in'self-condept research to ask subjects to rate themselves on

.a large number of traits and to add up these reipoitses in Ordevoto assess global

self-esteem. (The Gough.Adjective Check List is probably,the best-known of these

,

instrumenis).' The Oroblem.with suCh a proCedure.is that it overlooks the obvious

./

fact that some characteristies.loom large in theindividualls system of self-values,
. 1

. 7
$

'whereas others are disdissed. as'triviAl. This pointyas long ago recognized by
/

4-

.' Nilliam James, who said:. !'...our self-feeling in7this wOrld'depends entirely"on
..

_I
;, whet we'back ourselves to be or do. ...I, who for the time have SfaRed.iy all on' -

. -
being a.psychOlogist, am mortified if others knOw:Much more psychOlogy than.I. )

: . .
.

,

But I.am Contented to wallow In the grosseet,ignorence of Greek. Ny.deficiencied'., ,
.

.. . . , $
. . ,

.

there give me no sense of personal-humiliation at AIL" 'In Other wokds, soMe-,
I,

dispositions'or social identity elements rank high on-our hierarchy of value's

stankat the.center of our feelings'of.worth whereds othdrs.are ielegated7to
_

ihe periphery.. One per'Nn stakes himself on ntelligence but sares little

about hfS savoirfaire:. foroanether_thereverse-is the'ease, 9ne locates his,
1

s.

sense of worth in athletic ability, anOther in Morality, kindness, and generosity.
.

9ne takes great pride fn his'secial diass.position-i a sAcend tn his ethniè

1

background, a third,in his rade,.a'fourth in his religious affiliation, etd.
0

. While it is easy to see why self-valdes.are important, it is hard to see

uhy they aretalmbst invariably neglecttd in reSearch. Some evidence:of thelr

importance appeared in a study of adolesEents cpnducted same.yesi e back, When
. .

_ .
. .

thepe subjects *ere asked to ratelehemselves in terms of,a series of traits, some
. 1

,. _
. / i

rated themselves favorably, others unfavorably. At another point inthe
0 . ..

questionnaire; these Students were asked tb indicate, independent of whether they.

rated themselves favorably or unfavorably, how important each of these_
.

dharacterigiids was to them. The relevantoint is this: If ihe subject cared
u

.

.agood deal about his trait then the relationship between his self-evaluation bn

thq specific-trait and his,glpbal self-evaluation wes muCh stronger than if he'

did not care (Rosenberg, 1965: 232). 6
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.1 r

,-,.Thepoint can be highlighted.more Sharply by theqollowing'observ tion: Assume

we take Just stddents who"mq,pthemselves as pooi on Certain tra ;" in other
. .

..

..

,
,

. , I

..

- words,' we'deal'ohly with those 1411'6-Judge themselves as deficien In 15 out of.
..

1

16.comparisons, those to whom ihe quaiity.was d amed importaqt adlOwer global'
.

,.

self-esteem than those to whom it was not.It
.

thus .noton
.

hoF the individual
,

,

edseises a self-concept element but also how m h he cares aieut it, that is,

r

\

where it is locateein his hierarchy of self-v lues, that c unts.

Why is it.essential to take actount of th hierarchic 1 OrderIng of,elements?

. -

Because we are so easily misled if,we study s 1f-concept cmponents in isolation:-

/

Assume we learn that someone considers himsel i ediocrej tennis player: In the .

absena otkoOwledge of the degree to which the self is nvested in this

characteridtic, we can have little idea,what the.egot io al and behavioral responses

to this self-assesSient will be. Can we predtict that e willspend a good deal. of

-time taking lessons, practicinghis service, improvi4:, his ground strokes? Can.

- .

We infer that he suffers feelings of ciaIn and sel rage.when,he double faults?

-

Obviouslrfidi,.if we have no idea whether he cares iota about'tennis skill.

How many investigators ask their respondentt how-i elligent, good-looking,

likeable; moral, meurofic, aMbitious, etc'. they ar without ever:bothering to
,

.determine how much the respondent cares about these characteristics, where.fhey

'

rank in his :..ierarchy of values? Such self-values that' is, conceptions of the

desirable, are not pure1y4diosyneratic; they are influenced by ths-individuel's,

locaAon.in the social structureL- his class, race, religion, sex, And so,on.

They should bestudied in theirlown right as well Lib gm conjunction with self=

descriptions of vaLibus.kinds.

If the'hierarchial oeriur,-nf traits is neglected, the hieral 1,dcal ordering..

. .

'of social identifir elements,:tbat is, g,--lups, statuses, and scipial

even more so. This point is characteristiT111-7 overlooked in the various

aiscussions of self-hatred -- self-hatred among jovs, amOn&blacke, efd:

7
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In implying-that attitudes towarA One's group will give rise to corresponding

attitudes toward oneself investigators assume chat the sbcial identity element

is of exclusive importance to-the individual. But the self-concept is an extremely

complex structure,containing a very large number of elements or components, each

af which may be invested withl3ride or shame. - In focusing on a particular,social

identity.element, it is easy to overlook the act'that to the black-or Jew or
r

.
. . .

Mexican-American there is more to life than being black or Jewish or Mexican-
.-

American. A person is nqt bulybiack..but also 'good-looking Or popular; not only

Jewish,. but also musically talented and athletiCally adept; not onlyllexican7

American, but also rich and respected. o

The fact that someone belongS' to a socially denigrated group; status;

.social category does mot:Justify the conclusion that he has low self-esteem;

indeed, even the.fact that he may.agree with the negative attitudes'toward his
-

group -- self-hatred in.MatieWin's sense - does not necessarily involve low

selfrestiem., What we muat,also know is how importalit this particularlgroup, 'status,
i

or social category is to his feeling of Personal:worth, compared to'his bther

traits and'statusas If the gibup ie Unimportant, then group self-hatred need not

necessarily affect self-esteem.

Perhaps the, most vividexpression of the unequal importance Of identity

clements in the individualcs phenomenal field is expressed in'ihe labeling

theorist's notion of."roleengulfment " In terms of our predent conceptuatization,

this essentially amounts to the The elements of,social identity, the

categories to which the individual socially'recognized as belonging -- are not

equally salient or important to the individual.. When the labeling.theorist speaks
,

of'role engulfment, he means essentially that the' deviant setiai identity-achieves

overwhelming prominence in the.lifeof the individual.

.8



The fact of being a convict, Mental patient or alcoholic (or, indeed, of being

an ex-convict, ex-mental patient, ex7alCOholic) becomes the central aspect of the
,

iadividual!s social and self-identity, the.fulcrum.about which all else .revolves.

/

The fact that.he is white,. Protestant, handsome, a gOid..father, well-mannered, .-.

interesting -- all this is as nothing compared with hilihatred of himself as,an

alcoholic, a homosexual or an ethbezzler:

There- is, however, no reason toitestrict the concept of.role engulfment to

elements of deviant identity";, it cancertainly apply to-any'aspect of docial

'identity. For some p4ople being blackamay be all important; for others being a

good jew or Catholic may be of highest signifcance; etc.. Social types may also.
- ,

dominate the mindscf people. A person may evisage himself as ah "intellectual"

(not necessarily intelligent) who has a typical Set of.interests, attitudes,

values,_Rossessions, etc. Another may Eme hiMsell as'a "doer" -- a person who

auts through red tape, brushes aside opposition,!gets
- i

whether he is a good fatherreliahle atizen, Ndorthy Christian may be at the

I .

results. For such a person,

"

periphery of attention. This is not to imply that he does not see himself ai a

t 4

father, citizen, 'or Christian,.but that these elements of his social identity are

not as central or.cri'tical,as other elements. i

,
____, 4 a

A.

, .

There are several other,asp4ts of the'self-concept whichare defined not-by
. .

, . L

their Specific eleMe te but.in-terms of their Arrangement.or location of.the parts,
. I. i

I

.
.

i ' -

One Of-these deals withthe exteriority or interiority of the.self. ach of us, it

.

I

mayreasonably be asSerted, has two selves:.. an overt or reVealed self and a

&Vert prcOncealed, self. The overt Sell represerts those aspetts of the self',

which are generally public and visible, such as our physical,demographic, or
,

- .

behavioral characteristics. These might be said to reflect.the.social'exteriOr.

1.

of-the individual. .But parallel wiih'this social exterittvis a psythOlogical
' ,

interior, a private workof thoughts, feelings, and wishes which ate either

. .

totally or relatively ineccesSible to the world outside.



:rhave found striking differences iu older and younger children's tendenoie;,

to conceptualize the.self in terms of a.social exterior'or\psycholOgical interior

and, in fact, there is some evidence of clAss diffeienCes aS-well. For exaMple,
.

,

when-asked'what the person whoAnopws.himbesi deep dOwn inside knows that.othets

do not,. the adolescent tends to answer in terms of a psychologiCal interior a

world of:general emotions, attitudes, wiShes, secrets -- while theyollnger child ip

more likely to2respond in termsiof a social extetior 7- a world of behavior,

objective facts; overt achievements, manifested:preferences. The.ydunger child's
.

view is turned ontwatd, toward_the overt and visible; the older.child's gaze is.
-

turned inward, tOwhrd the.private and invisible.

gelf-concept development, then, would/appear pp follew an extremely interesting

.course one.which, to our knowledge, haa not received previous httenaOn in the,

literature. As the child grows older, /t would appear, he becomes less of a
A

d ographer,'less of a behaviorist, mo a psychologiglal clinician. Expressed in

dest terais; with iiicresailig,age tile c14.31ki becomes less of a Skinnerian, more of*
. '4r .

a Ft udian. 1 0

AnOther neglected aspect of the self-ooncept is the degree

constituted of percepts and the degree to which it is composed of conceOts. A

number of years ago, Gardner Murphy (1947) advanced the proPosition'that

- children's self-concepts follow a chatacteristic developmental course. In the

course of time, he suggested, "Tbe vocabulary of the self becomed, so to speak,

,less and less visual; and in geaeral less and .less sensory. It becomea a

language 'of traitg...child pFychiatry has empirically confitmed the fact that the-

to which it is

.
.

appellations which beCome vart of the self'work more and more to induce behavior

b..appropriate to them. In short, the_self.becomes less and.less a pure perceptual

object, and mere and.prote a.conceptual trait system.'! (505-6) -



4.

AlthoughourBaltimore sample does,not exactly cover the age range ,plurphy had

,

-.1:n mind, I shbuld say, without going into detail, that they #trikingly confirm'

MUrphy's speculations...It is aot.simply thst.older and younger children see
,

.
,

themselves as different.in the.ways they . actually are-,-- as bigger or smaller,

'Stronger or weaker-- but the very categories of self-conceptualization differ

.

.

radically. These categories are even bore fundamental than,the actual content ot

.
the self-concept itself and are, as such, 'independent of self-esteem.

Time-limitations prevent 'me from disscussing various other aspects of splf-

Concept structure, such as the consistency of the elebents, the relationship Of

the parts to.the whole', and-the tendencies of elements to hang together or.clump

in certain ways, Self-,concept strpcture is an area much in need of theory and

research.. The point Is'that we can no,more understand the self-concept by studying

or adaing up the parts than we Can.underatand.a watcli by studYing and adding up the

gears, cogs, and wheels'that ConsaltPtelt.

Let me:turn.now to.a second neglected aSpeCt of.the self-cncept,, namelY,its

dimensionS. 'Some years ado I proPosed that one way to vle4 the seif-conceptis

as azi attitude towara an Object. .The idea is simple. Every human being can be

7- characterized in terms of a-larie number oUdispOsitiona. Some of these, such ea'
. , .

intelligence, optimism, originality, are essentially object-free.: 'But other

ditpositions -T.,liking.the President, disliking'State UniyerS'ity, approving of.the

Soviet Union,.admiring movie steX -- are obiect-boUnd; they reflect feelings'.

toward something. The self, 'I suggested, is.siuply one of the objects toward

which one has buch feelings. So'viewed, self-attitudes constitute part of a

broaderiltradition df attitudea and opi.nion investigation, enriched by its theory

and utilizing its methods of research. FurthermOre, attitudes toward any' object

.

can be characterized in terms of a general set of dimensioris,, and these are as

4*
applicable to-the self as to any Dther object.

1



Self-Attitudes, like other attitudes, may differ in content, in direction, in

intensity, in importance,,in salience, in consistency, in;stability, and in.

..clarity. 'Research has overWhelmingly focused on on Y one ofthese dimensions,

namely direction, i.e., self-esteem, and has almost totally neglected many self-
,

conCept dimensions which are comparable in importa c .

Take the dimension of self-concept-stability. Schwartz and Stryker pOstulte
.

-

'two seeMingly co-equal needs:. that "persons ieek o create and maintain stabW

coherent identities fand'that] persons:pref r to.e aluate,their identitie

positivel.y.". In other words,,peoplewant not only positive self-attitudea but .

stable Ones as well. Without some picture of what he is like -- his traits,
-

statuseS,.interests - the individual is virtually immobilized. Insofarcas.he is,

. an actor in any situaeion, d's. Mead has inaieated, ie mut operate on:at least

;

same view. It is a major aspect of what Erik3on terth "identity diffusion",or

Qentity FOnfUsion"'(Althpugh.Erikstai includes not onry'thc'eutrent self-picture

, .

but also the individual's commitment to a future self). Perhaps the importance

of stability and clarity has.been expressed post vividly:by Lecky: "The: self,

he said, is the basic axioth.of- [the individual's] lifeHtheOry."

Lecky goes so tar Wto claiM that the motive of stabifity or consistency

may even override tilt self-enhancement drive,. Taking the'case of an intelligent
. ,

student whoiS a..0oor speller'i'he'argues that in almost everycase further

some implieit assumption of what.kind oftperson he is and how othrs see him:

Many writers, using different terminology, haVe expressed essentially the
.

tutoriag'-failS, despite the student's ability. The reason is that in' the past

the individual has Imcorporated'into his self-concept the idea that he is'an
.-

incompetent speller And resists any change in that view. "Standards need not be: -

admirable, even from the standpointof-the person who-maintains them, so long as

believes them to be valid. If he'conceives himself- as 'a poor speller the
.

. -

,
misspelling of a certain proportion of.words which he uses becOmes for him A

morql issUe. 12
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Th misspells words for the same reason that he refuses to be a thief." Thus,

-tt may not be so much what the individual thinas he is like as whether his self.:

conception is sure, stable, oad'definite that affects his sense of well-being.

For example, Hammersmithand geinberg's excellent cross-national study of

homosexuals ahowed that homosexuals who accepted their homosexual status had

higher self-esteem, higher stability of .self-concept, lower.anxiety and lower

Ii
depression than thole not firmly committed to. the role. Schwartz, Fearn,.and

Stryker offered evidencethat the same principle applied to the enotionally

disturbed. Similarly,.how many girls arrange to do poorly in math because they

2.17e convinced that, as girls, they just can't do math? Many prefer the stable

-self-concept of poor mathematician to the ego-enhancing self-concept of good

.Whether stability or self-esteem is generally-the.more powerful

motive is not certain; the only point is that people may prefer a negative

Identity -- negative even in their Own eyes -- to an unstable or uncertain one.

. An adequate understanding of ehis self-concept dimension still awaits'us.

Even greater neglect has been accorded the dimension of salience. By

salience I mean the degree to which the self as an object moves to the top of

the mind, to the forefront of attention. In more familiar terminology, this is

demension of self-consciousness. It may be argued, of course, that the

self is always in the forefront of consciousness, that it is a condition of

commu lication and of actiOn.

,et differing degrees of self-consciousness are also matters of immediate

experience. If called upon to address a group, we nay be keenly conscious of

how we look, whether our dress is suitable, or whether our words convey the

impression or the personality we wish to project; in such a situation, we are

intensely aware of ourselves as objects, for we see ourselves from the standpoints

)f others.

13
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On other occasions, however, we appear to forget about ourselves -- in a play,

In a game, in a ta:sk, in listening to music; the self is.not in the forefront of

attention. OUr research has shown that self-consciousness not only varies by.

7

age and by sex but is also associated with other symptoms of self-concept

disturbance. It is a dimension of considerable importance, despite its neglect.

A third dimensioa of the self-concept-which has recieved insufficient

attention is the dimension of self-confidence. The connection between self-

confidence and self-esteem is obviously a close one and the two concepts.are

often used interchangeably. yet a distinction exists whtch deserves attention.

36lf-confidence essentially refers to the anticipation of successfully mastering

challenges, obstacles, or tasks or the belief that one can make things happen

- in accord with inner wishes.; it.is closelY associated With an internal locus of

control. Self-esteem, on the other hand, implies self-acceptance, self-respect,

feelings of self-worth. A person with high self-esteem is fundamentally satisfied

with the type of person he is; he acknowledges his faults while hoping to overcome

them. r

One reason the distinction between self-confidence and selfesteem is so

important is that some people do not stake themselveg on competence and mastery.

Tr., them being loved, being u..cal, being self-sacrificing and helpful is their

oajor concern; they may be quite contented to leave the mastery of life's harsh

problems to others. On the other hand, there are those abundantly endowed with

talent who are confident of their ability to succeed in many tasks but itho lack

self-respect because they cannot be first in everytbing, cannot command the love of

another, or are overwhelmed by a denigrated social identity element.

At this point let me interrupt this recital pf neglected aspects of the

self-concept to illustrate how the exclusive focus on self-esteem, and the

corresponding neglect of the aforemeihtioned self-concept areas, may produce

misleading conclusions.

1 4.
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The example is one of considerable interest today, namely, male and female self-

oncepts. Many people argue that society treats women as inferior and.incompetent,

and that women, internalizing these social definitions of their worth, tend to

dekrelop feelings of.oinferiority.

,-\

.v

Although these issues are still under debate, and the evidence inconsistent,

my impression is that these assertions outstrip the evidence by a wide margin.

In their careful cererage of the lieterature in'this area, Maccoby and Jacklin

report: "The majority of studies have used self-ratings on standardized self-

esteem scales. In such studies, sex differenced are seldom found; in the studies

, .

that do repOrt a difference, it is as of'cen girls as boys who receive higher

average scores." If we were to confine our attention to- self-esteem, then, we

would stop here, for there, would be little more to say about sex in relation to

self-concepr:,,. But what would happen if, instesd of restricting our attention io,

gelf-esteem, we took account of'these other aspects of fhe self,concept?" In

other words, can we learn anything of interesi by going "beyond self-esteem?"

For, example, Florence Rosenberg and,Roberta Simmons, comparing boys! and girls
-.

self-concepts by age; uncovered the following interesting finding: that while

the self-esteem of boys and girls'did not differ greatly, at adolescence girls

showed.greater instability of self-concept --'their idcas about themselves tended

change 'more quickly, to vary from aay to day. Furthermore, girls showed''

strikingly higher self-consciousness, expressed in such reactions as feeling,

nervous about, talking in front of pthers, feeling uneasy if someone watched them

wOrlt, thinking about other people!, reactions to them at public-gatherings, etc.

. These ire important and meaningful aspects of the self-concept which, to my
,

'\ knowledge, are largely neglected in research.

1 5
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Maccoby and Jacklin' 'careful and extensive summary-of research on sex

difterences,points to an, equally interesing conclusion: girls apparently do not-

have lower self-esteem but do appear to.have lower self-confidence. Although.

'this factis somettmes taken as evidence of the daMaged self-Concepts of girls,

it should be noted that it is not the girls' self-confidence that is unrealistically
1-7:7

low but the boys' self-confidence-that is unrealistically high. "In-other words,

it is not so much that-girls under-estimate their abilities as that boys.

-
overestimate theirs. Who, then, Ilse the danaged self-concept?

Nor are'the.self-valu s of toys afid girls the same. In my NeW York State
r ,

.study of adolescents, I found that, whfie boys'and girli are both highly,

concerned with being well-liked by others, girls more consistently give this

characteristic top priority. They are more likely.to stress values of inter-
. .

personal harmony and success (such as likeable; easy to get ;along with; friendlY,

sociabl#,.and pleasant; well-liked by many different people). Girls are also

significantly more likely than boys to stress kindly.virtues (kindness and
,

consideration, sympathy dn understanding), and aesthetic appreciation (a refined

person who shows good taste in things). Boys, .on the other hand, are more likely

to stress motoric values and physical courage; interpersonal däminance; freedal

from naivete; and versatility.

In sum, even if it were the case that male and female seifLesteem did not

differ greatly, it would still not warrant the conclusion that their self-concePto

did not differ. This point-has direct relevance to a rather large body of

literature dealing with social identity elements ocher.thin sex. Arming'

sociologists, a substantial'number of studies focus on the relationship of same

denigrated social identity element -- a law status racial, religious, or ethnic

group, a low social class, a social label or stigmatize% status -- to self-esteem.

1 6
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,

Without.boring you With the details, the upshot.of much -- not of this."work

is to produce a COvey.of suprised and disenchanted researchers. But if the.self-
,

esteem of the privileged and disptivileged differs little, this does not Mean

that/the selfrconcepts do'not differ. As one example, even if disprivileged
V

groups were.found to.::have self-eSteem levels equal to those of the. more

I

advantaged, and this; incidentally, appears to be true"of most ;o-called.

!yminorities" -- an investigator would still wish io learn whether they might have

lesser self-'confidende in mastering the problems of thevorld,.given the more -
o

forbidding societal obsiacles they face.

Let me now turn to several other important aspects of the self-concept

which,'from the viewpoint of systematic research, have-suffered eVen greater
A

71eglectthan the foregoing. The first of these

of the self. Ordinarily, we think ,of ourselves

deals With the liMits or boundaries

as bounded by the borders of our

skin: fhere we start and there we end and ever it shallbe. ActUally,

earliestvords on the subject of the selfchallenged this Seemingly'

self-evident proposition. In speaking of the constituents of the self, he noted

that."...it clear that between what a man calls me and what he simply calls
.

mine the line is difficult to draw. We feel and act about certain things that are

ours very much as We feel and act aboutflourselves. Our fame, our children, the

work of our hands, may\be as dear to us as our bodies are, and arouse the same

feelings an4 the same acts of reprisal if attacked..."

The extant self-:concept thus inCludes the pdiVidual'e ego7exeensions, for

. .

these are experienced as a part of what "we" are. But where to draw.the line?

. ,,/

. Where do we cross the border frehn self to non-self? One must agree with James

that the division is rather vague and nebuloUs that the.'self-boundary is a 'blurry

line,,fading away, trailingrf. If it be acknowledged that the individual's-

feeling of self-worth may be vested in objects external to himself, It 'eildn'

betomes ad empirical questiori to.detnrminp vh1r11 411",'^"

17
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which elVea, and whetherthese objects are central or peripheral. One-defining
w . 9

-
characteristic of ego-extensions is' that they-are inVested with ptide or shame.

. .

_ .

.,

k mother mayfeel prodnd of her child, a youth proud of his motorcycle, a man

proud of his shiny new automobile, an executive p. roud of his company, an author

proud of his book, and so on (or, of cOUrse, ashamedof any of these)." In,lact,

.

one way to tell whether. and to what extent an object logically external to the

self is experienced as an:ega,extension!is to observe p:eople'a reactions to

evaluations of these Ojects. If, at the. conclusion of.this presentation, you

were to tell me:' 'That was'an asinine talk, but don't take it personally. ,It's

the-talk I'm.criticizing, not YoU," I would take cold comfort in your iemarks.

Similatli,i.any, time a kidin schodi insults a peer by tellinehim that "your
0,11

mother 'a blank" or 4'Yo1r fathees-a blank"or ''your sister does such and sudh,"

he isexpressing clear,awarenesa of- ad insight which appears to have escaped the

notice of most .psychologists-and sociologists; namly, that the ilelreaccoPasses
.

, objects external to itself.
,.. 4 .. .

This'topic, incidentdlly, is not beyond out methodological grasp. In the.

study of Baltimore school'children*nducted by.Rpberta Simmoni- and me, we asked
. . ..,,i

our resOondents: "If. somebnesaid amething bad allbut your mother, would you,
.

1_ , _

\almost feel as'if they' had said something bad aboutyou?" Almost'89% said they.
, 7:

,.

would. When it came to someone saying something bad about your school, the

.proportion was about 50%; yOueteys Or hobby equipment, 32%; Governor of your

state, 24%. 'Which people center their feelings of personal worth in .T..7hat-

objects external to the skin is ah elmobt totally neglected research atea. Yet

we shall never attain an adequate understanding of the self-concept if we fail

to understand ,the social-determinants'. of its ego-extensions.

In.speaking of such objects or:elements external to the self, then, we must
,

take account or two issues: one, hew one judges or evaluates the el )ement and
4

Iwo, the degree to which one incorporates it into the self.

,
1 8
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If the'former ts negative, then refusal to incorporate the element may actually

protect self-esteem. The princiOle is not obseure Jake's student attending

1r
a CommunitY Junior College Who knowsothat his school has lowQprestige and,

-indeed, agrees that thi poor reputation is justified; this attitude Certainly

/ . '

expresses "'group self-hatred" or lbw-pride in-group. But assUme that his'sense..

of personal worth is totally separated from the school's reputation (ftI just go

there"); in this case, his self-esteem wOuld'be.unaffected. *In other words, it

would be group identification, not,disidentification, that would damage self- ,

esteem. As'a iafter of fact, our Baltimore study afforded some suggestive

epirical.evidencethat this was-the case. ,.1.4et me now turn to.another major'

neglected.area Of'the self-concept.which, in. lieu of a better.term, might be
, I '

described as the "desired self,"tconsisting Othe idealized, committed, end.

moral images.

,In speaking of a.desired self, I am referring,to what the individual:Would

like to think of himself as. It may be a piCture Of someone who is always kind,

e

cheerful, and popular; of a 'perfect housewife and mother; of i creatiVe, inspired

o

gen ius; of a hard-driving, ruthleaa, successful businessman; of a-person of,

dominance, power, ankcontrol; of a detathed, serene, contemplative philosopher;

of 4 person of action, equipped with limitless energy and resources;,and so on.

Sometimes the image is a cultural stereotype - - a Florence Nightingale, a

Napoleon, a knight in shining armor, an Andrew Carnegie, a'Schweitzer. Indeed,

if we looked carefully, I suspect we would discover,a goodly number of

e

Emile Durkbeims;, Max Webers,.or Karl Marxes wandering the halls of the Hilton

this very day, though these-poor benighted fools, might be,unwilling to reveal

these idealized images to the real Emile burkheims, Max Webers, or Karl Marxes

assembled in this room.

.

19



Since tbe,idealized image is an imaginativejtoduct, in'principle

..unconstraine0 by the bounds of reality'one wOuld expect feelingsof inadequacy

to be univereal. The reason they are not,.I think,At again tu&ested by.the,

- .

observatpns.of James. Though usinwdifferenE terMs, Jamed too recognized:the

human propensity to create in imagination of Self endowed'with all the virtues,

i..' .

shining aesets whose beauties the individual could contemPlate with pleasur .

.Bui, he was qpick to add, thie type-imaginative-product fl'aga tO be diistinguished

,:10
.

froth another ithagined self --.. one,that One took seriouslY. He said:. s

"With most objects of desire, physical nature reittrictaOnr choiee

to but one Of many represented gooda, and even so it is here.

I am often confronted by the necessity of.átanding by oile

thy 'empirical savet and relinquithing the.resr.,. Not that I

would-not, ifI could, be both handsome and fat and well dressed,

-and a great athlete, and make.a.thillion a year, be a wit, a bon-
,

.

.vivant, and a lady-killeri as well,:ge.a philosopher; a philanthropitt,

statesman, warriot, and African eXplorer, as well as a 'tone,TOer

and saint. But the thineid simply imposeible, '....Such differeni

claracters may conceivably at the outset of life beelike osible. .

to a man. But to make any one of them actual, the est mudt more

or less be eupOressed. So the seeker of hit'trueat; ttrongest,

deepest self must iriew the list carefully, and pick mit the one .

on.which to stake his'salvation. All other selvea thereuiion become

unreal, but the fortunes of,this self*are retl."

These words clearly distinguish two selves: 'a'self to which the

individual is deriously tommitted -- a committed image -- and a fantasy self

'_enjOyable to contemplate an idealized image. The distinction is critical.

-

Everyonehas dreamed of himself as other than he is,. has savored, in his mind ,

a pleasing self-picture the football: -hero :the movie star, the.brilliani

2 0
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surgeon, the 4zzling political.orator,;the perfect bostesa, the artistic genius,

etc. Particularly -in youth, when the world is rich witif possibilities and the

fantasy life/is viVid, such.Walter Mitti dreams are,cammon.- Inoreal"life, of

course, most people end up driving trucks, tending latheti, selling clothing,

_
.

caring for children, operating Computers, etc. Part 6f the reason they are-not

drowned in self-contempt is probably to be found in the-fact that they'Compare
_

their achie0vements with their committed, not
their idealiZed, images, and do not

.,,

necesSarily fall Short. .

Both the.committed and the idealized-images,-then, constitute

self-concept, parts of the indiVidmil'S'thoughtsand feelings with

parts of the

reference

@to himself as an object. Much of human striving ip based on thelindividual's

effort to convert himself into one pf the pictures. Both are.poriraitImintinge

reflecting not reality but visions inthe mind of.the artist.

Intetlaced with the issue of what. We wish to be is that of what we feel we

,7
. '

should ba. For lack.of a:MOre satisfaCtory term, one might call itthe "moral

image,' despite its inexact totnotations. Each person composes'for himself an

implicit boc4 of rules that he must follow a set of standards be mUst meet.

This process is Immanent in the development of the,self as object. In the words

of Simmel (p. 99): .

"Morality develops in the individUal through a second sublect

that confronts him in'himself. By means of the-same split through a second

subject that confronts him in. himself. .By means of the same split through which

I confronting itself, as a knowing subject,.withthe eye says to itself
0 ,

itself as a known object -- it also says to itself 'I ought to.", The-relation

foi 'two safects that appears as an imperative is repeatet within the irdividual

himself'by virtue of the fundamental capacity of'Our mind to place itself in

,

.coutrast to itself, and to view and treat itself as if it were somebodi else."

2 1
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!-Inthis ptocess we can observe an alAost pristine'expression of what the -

-

existentialists refer t1 as eadf-objectification (Tiryakian) -..-- the individual

standing outside fidmself, -viewing himself.as an object,,passing judgment on what
-

he sees, tolding the obiect into a certain shape,"steering it in A certain -

.4,. . . .
,

,. .-
s, , direbtion. We are aware of this bifurcation of-the self In referrAng'to someonk

. ,
.

..

as him "own worst taskmaster" or as.a. person who, "pushes hiMself" toe hard,. The
°___.

. -

tmagery_of someone "pushing hiMself"'is as curious as it'is apropos: the

individual driving, shaping, directink the self in accord With-what it should. be.:

.

This concept, incidentally* encompasses a great deal mere-than the superego.
_

I think research in this area'of the desireedelf has been exLemely'liMited

.,

and, indeed, generally.unsatisfactory. Despite the importance and, ,indeed', ,

.g.

fascinatiOn of.this°topic, it remainajargely overlOoked,bot hy psycholOgists
-.

'and sociologiets: We, still know little*abOut the social determination ef.the

fantasy life.

It.may strike you at this point thatI am indulging-in the academie

practide of spinning out gratuitous distinctions, diatinctions making little .

contact with the phenomenal reality of people: That"this is not the case is

evidenced by the fact that esien realtiVely immature minds grasp these distinctions"

easily. In our Baltimore study, for exaMple, Roberta .pimions andl askedhese

school Children And adolescents: llowtich do You want to'be:when you grow pp"

-VerY rich, pretty rich, ajittle rich, or nOtirich." Among thOsesaying that

they wanted to 'be pretty rich or very rich we then asked: "Now do you really

. .

aht.,:t9e 13,e pretty rich pi very rich or is it just a nice* idea?" .It was apparent
. -

..---,'
froli, the earnest'head-bodding Of-those Who Said'they really did, or the Father

.

-p c ,

...
.. abashed smiles ofthose who said tpat it was just a nice idea thaVe0en young

. .
. _ .. ,..

.

,
.

.
. . .,

.

;children clearly,recognized the distinction, between'a playful-fantasy, pleasurable-
.-,

.

..J
" -

to conteMplate, and a serious commitment to.a desired self. Theilignificance Of

m
.this distinction for the.indiVidual's emotional state as well as for his social

behavior seems, apparent. r 22
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Let me turn, finally; to the question of the social or presenting self, i" -

. ,

large topic much discussed"but little researched.- That we are aware.ef-ourse2ves

'as actors in'docial:situatiofis; that the selves we present ta.others do not

_

nacessarily-cOrrespondto-the selves we believe to be true '7:- theie are

sociological dicta. .This facE is most evident to.:Us,of course, when the self.

we attempe to present failst.such failure is evident under conditions of

-
embarrassment, or when we are disconcerted that othete see through .us or fail4tO

,

take usiat our facevalue.

The presenting self.is the person we seek to appear'iwthe eyes of ofhers.

In.hismind's eye, the indiv4.0ual develops a. picture of 'how he would like to_act,
, .

thkrole.he viould like tb- play, in social interaction. This presenting self, it

0' .

should'be noted; is'not tile:same-in all sitUationa. As 'James (294)obeerved,

"Many.a youth who is demure:enough before his parents.and teachers,,swears and' .

swaggers like a p rate among his 'tough." young friends. ,We do hot Show,ourselVes

to.our children as to our`club-caMpanions, to our-customere as to:the'laborers

. ,

we employ,,to our:own masters ond,employars as to Our intimate.friends...itmay
Ir

be a,perfectly harmodioue division of.labor, as where one tender to'his children-
.

'-:-48-stern to the'boldier6 or prisoners under his commanch" Implicitly, th6, We

are always engaged in "imp:cession management," de Gdffman made clear, governing,

guiding and controlling our:own actiOns, acting in accordance with the'type Of'

person we wish,to appear ipthe social situation.
. .

Why do people "put On an aCt" rather.than simply'"being themselves"? . .

Although. some Wripers;attributethis propensity to individual psychopathology,
4

the disposition is more fundamental for it is universal and unceasing. ..There '

F

are several reasons for such behavior. One of the most fundamental is-the motive

to.protect and enhance'the self. Since we tend to see ourselved through the eyes

of others, we want them to view us as.we would view ourselves faVorably, and .

as a certain type of person. 23



From the 6ackfail-party boh-vivant who,attempts io dazzlethe assembly with his

'Wit, the adolescent striving mightily toonteriain his'aate, the conspicuods

'consumer attempting to :S.impress other.141th his peeuhiary Strength,-to the

pathological highjacker or political assasain who.is motivated.by the desire'for

public notoriety.in the press, the motivation is the same to.act publicly in
. .

such.a way as to make a;certain impression oh.the.minds of others.

. This idea, of course,AS not new, different asizecia.being reflected,in James' .

A'.
social self, Linton's social rOlds, CoOley's lookin*-glass self, Mead's interac't-an

process,. end Goffman'S preientini self. indeed, long before Goffman.was taking teat'

.. .

with the Shetland Islanders, Jacob Moreno 'Was actively running psychodrama and

.eoCiOdraMa groupsdemohstrating in'the most vivid possible way oui intentional

_

aelfrpresentations in accOr4anceWith private.ends or in.confoimitywith social

norms.'

/,
The presenting self, then, originates in the itidividuel's phenomenal field.

L.

Eow'we apt, wish to act, and attempt to:act:is-essentially under our control.

Such a,presenting selfis inconceivable in the absencenf the ability to stand.

outside oneself ancito view oneself as an object, to make decisions:about that

object, and to carry out those 'decisions in speenh and actibn. To same extent,

every man is his own.Puppet uaster. Our musculature samits to the authority

of our minds. Our behavior is.guided, directed, mid controlled by therselvei we

,

wish to appear in the eyes, of others and; through.reflezLed appraisals-it our

oWn.

Despite the ieneraltawareness.of the idea, th2n,"it.Ls'surprising how-little

-

systematic research hes been given.to questions of how and why the individual

attempts to'present a certain self to others and haw wellihe believes.he has.

sUcceeded. Equally importanii is the extent to to Which stuaents.nf the selfobncept;

overlooking ,the.;distihttion between-the presenting and. extant self, are deceived by

appearances, confusing self-depregatOry or obsequious,behavioryith low.feelings

of oelf /1. 24
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'ForaXemple, inher lassic stlidies Of. $arnard giris'in thefete.fOrties,,

tirra Romarovsky demonstrated how thse girls ofte(n atted flighty and scatter-

brained with their dates, misspelling words, demonstrating gross flaws in logic,

,gazing in rapture at the power of..their date's,intellect and indisiveness of wit.
- .

'But it is crystal clear from Kamarovaky's interviews that these girls did not.
.

0 .
. :. ,

' Consider themselves intellectualli inferior; on the contrary, they cOnsidered
DI O'

. ., .

themselves smart enough tamanipulate. their dates as they pleased .in Order to

.gain theii enda, hich, given the value system of theitime, was.marriage.
-.

Similarly, when Davis, Gardner, andGardnetdescribed how blacka.:.in the
. .

. , .

Deep polkh xlbre.pften abliged toadopt the role ofthe clawn in relation to the

dOminant white, it wai'plain that he Was.doing so on the pragbatic grounds bf his

own-powerlessness and.because of the dictates Of his own value system -- if you,..
, .

, wanted to get something, you had to act that way not because he attributed
-

.anymoral or intelleCtual sqlperioiity to the white-Though publicly humiliated,

the black's inward attitude towardthe white uas one of contempt. So it probably

was with.the stereotypiCal fawning-Jew in the post-enlightenment period in Europe.

One is aasilY misled if_one confuses the presenting self with'the extant Self-

/

concept.'

Time limitations'prevent ma tram mentioning certain other important aspects

of the self-concepi neglected in systematic research. Furthermbre, it is not

possible to discuss 'Many of the wide range of social ialuences on the self-

concept-which have remained largely unexamined. .With all our obeisance to

George Herbert Mead and Harry Stack Sullivan, we have actually given relatively

little attention to Which others actually. are significant to people, and why;

and with all our deference to Emile'Durkheim,- we have overwhelmingly ignored the

Influence of imMediate social contextit for self-concept forMation. :While I have /

3 ,

. f

toddy focused. on- neglected aspeCts of' the self-concept, a parallel paper on
. . .

leglecied social determinants of theself-cOncept would not be mdse.

2 5
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AS sociologists, of course, we are interested in un,erstanding how social
.

'interaction, culture, and social structuredontribut
,

ste:,self-contept fo'rmatiopt
. ,

.

and how the self-concept, in turn, influendes behavior in variomp institutional

areas. In this area, I suggest, we haveerred particularly in durvidespread

tendency to view the,human animal as'a lump of Clay, a-Social spongekblotting up.

4

t'.he soCial forces impinging on him and sprayinvihem'forth as psychological 'ix.

behaviOral consequences, tather than as,an.active eelective participantin.416

-entite.proceSS: iPtfeXarhple, over the past -decade We have hdaid 'much about the'.
. _

process of labe1ing. MoSt-such'discUssionsimply. thee the labeled indkvidUal;

through the:process of reflected appraisals,Anternalizes'the,general social
46.;

definition assigned to'him by society. pverlOOked in suchAiscussions,.however,

is the fact that the process of social labelin3 is accompanied by an active and

incessant.prOcess of re-labeling,designed to strip the label ofits pejorative

connotations. Morons, subnormals,or mental retatdatei are re-labelled

fleiceptional.childten," lunatics' ate cOnyetted to mental patients, or!described-

,

insaneaSylmms become mental hospitals, deaf become herd of hearing,

Negroes become blacks, Indians become native Americans, queerS become.gays,

bastards become illegitimate, and when this terb loses its moral neutrality, out-

of-wedlock children, or, When this'doesn't work, OU's, garbage collectors become

sanitary engineers, bookies:become turf.accountants,,andSo On.' The nouns of

social identity are generally:as prone to social evaluation as ihe adjectives, 33

evidenced by the considerable ingenuity exercised tp re-label the abjured

categories..

All-this is nothing new fór, as Thomas Hobbes long ago noted; ...men give

different names to one and the same thing, from the difference of their own passions:

as they approve a private opinion, call it opinion; but they that mislike it,

heresy: and yet heresy signifies:no more than private opinion; but has only".a

greater tincture of choler." 6.
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The self-concept, viewed as the totality of the individual's thoughts and

. ,

feelings with reference to himself as an object, is thus a subject of scope and

importance. In centering our attention so heavily On self-esteem, we have

neglected large, almost uncharted areas of this realm; I have mentioned several

of these tOday and would mention more, had I the time. My point, of course, is

not to suggest'that self-esteem is enimportant, which it is not; indeed, if I

were.obliged to retrict myself to a single aspect of the self-concept, it would

Probably be that. Nor\do I mean to suggest that we should study other aspects of

the self-concept because, like Mount Everest, they are there, but for more

specific reasons.

The first is to help resolve certain issues that currently afflict research

eohclusions. It is notenusual to find researchers reaching, conclusions about

global, self-esteam when their evidence refers to specific elements of the self-

concept -- evaluation of such membership .groupp as rftc.c, /-ligion, ethnic groups,

assessment of one's academic ability, and so on. Others use the terms a'olf-osteem

when they actually have .in mind such ideas as aelf-confidence.or the sense of

control over one's destiny. Thus, debates are common whether boys and girls,

blacks and whites, higher and lower classes differ in these respects. -In Many I

cases, I believe, the disputants are really talking past one another because they

are aferrilig to different issues. Even if it is shoWn that the self-esteeta of

such groups differ little, this does not mean that the self-concepts do-not diner.

..-

For:example,-several years ago, two investigators published a volume in tile

Rose 'Monograph Series focusing almost excluaively on the self-esteem of 14ack and

white school

elements, or

investigator.

chilaren andyet almost totally ignored numerous other aspects,

dimensions-of the self-coneepts by'which the-races might differ. Esti

has since agreed to blame this oversight on the other. It may be hard

for this audience to believe thae sukl conceptual blindneta and narroWness of
,

Vision, still obtain in ourfield, but I can'assure you-q in true.
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LeVme now suggest a second reason for taking account of these neglected .

aspects of the self-concept, namely, that I'ohink We'lwfil never understand'self-

esteem unless we go beyond self-estem. Let me be as concrete as possible. What

does the .fact that someone has a low opinibn of his intelligence or neatness or

tact or honesty tell us about his self-esteem? Very little, unless we know

something of his self-values -- how much he cares about hiS intelligence, tact,,

neatnes's, etc. What does the fact that someone iS uncertain of hia ability to ,

master certain tasks.tell us about hiS self-esteem? Very little, unless we know

the connection between his self-confidence and his self-estaem. What does the

fact that someone,is a homosexual, Mental patient, delinquent or member Of another

stigmatized social status tell us about his self-esteem? Very little, unless we

know whether he has committed himself to that status or continues to struggle

againSt it. What does the fact that certain minoritY group members absorb the

general negative attitudes of the broader society toward their groups tell us about

their self-esteem? Very Iittle, unless we know how central or peripheral to the

self this'particular ego-extension is. What does the fact that samedne wishes

to be President or Babe Ruth or Albert Einstein tell us about self-esteem? Very

4
little, unless we know whether these are playful fantasies.or serious commitments,

0*
whether they are, in Piagee-1.. words, pour Ie vr i

A
pour s'amuser. Or what can we

tell about the self-esteem of people who are subordinate, inferior, or self-

denigrating in relation to those who have thc power to satisfy or frustrate their.

values? Very little, unless we know the extent to which the presenting self

corresponds to the extant self.

.Although 85 years have elapsed since William James presented:to the worId

his dazzling insights into the self-concept, I sincerely believe that we have

scarcely icratched the surface of this complex but fascinating topic. ,I attribute

this result in important part to our disinclination to go "beyoneself-esteem,"

thUS-leaving large areas of the self-:Concept unexplored.
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I do not mean, of course, that-we should fill in gaps just for the sake of fillingc

in gaps, i.e.; to satiSfy our.compulsive needs for intellectual neatness. I am

'suggesting rather that our understanding of human motives, emotions, cognitive

processes, and behavior would be appreciably enhanced by such knowledge. The
-

self-concept is important.to everyone, and in a wide varitty of ways. Whether

a hi;gh 'school'ptudent will apply for college will depend not so much on.how
-

intelligent he is as on how intelligent he thinks he is. Whether a person will

undertake a difficult task will depend not somuch on his actUal skill or ability

in the area,aS on his assumption regarding his skill or ability. (Whether he

will succeed or fail, of course, depends On the actual self more than on the

self-image.) Someone who sees himself'as refined and aesthetic is likely io

devote his leisure hours to the fine or lively arts', to the cultivation oftastes

in food, art, Music,'design and so on. A person who prided himself On being

"realistic" may be cynical of political figures, watch_hilicrtners like erh-ftk,

search for evil and venality in human transactions. The choice of an occdpatión,

as well asthe level of occupational aspiration, is likely to be influenced.by the

picture that the individual has of himself. sAnd so on into every area of life,

:

into family .relationships, political behaVior, leisure and recreation activity,

and so on. As far as rcall judge, there is simply na-aspect of social life and

activity into which the self-concept does not enter either implicitly or

explicitly. 'But we till never gain a true appreciation of the significance of thq.

selfconcept in these areas until we go beyond, indeed far beyond, self-esteem.

..
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